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Languages Fluent in English and Spanish. Conversational Italian  

 
Documentary 

 
 

In The Shadow of Terror Expectation Entertainment  BBC2 
3 x 30 min Documentary 
Told through the experiences of the victims' families - this gripping series confronts the biggest question in an age 
of terror - who is the enemy? 
Executive Producers: Colin Barr and Ruth Kelly. Director: Tim Lawton.  
  
Deep Planet Atlantic Productions  Discovery 
60 min Documentary 
This series will follow the Five Deeps Expedition, the first global ocean project to send a manned submersible vessel 
into the deep oceans never-before-seen by the human eye. 

Unearthed    Windfall  Discovery  
2 x 45 min Documentary  
Exploration of great archaeological discoveries, fascinating ancient civilizations, forgotten architectural marvels and 
tantalizing historical mysteries. 

 
Plus Size in the Valleys  Sundog Pictures  BBC3  
3 x 30 min Documentary   
This series tells the story of what it is like to be plus size in the Welsh Valleys – one of the most deprived areas  
in the country containing 4 out of the 5 of the UK’s worst obesity hotspots. 

 
Gold Rush: Parker’s Trail  Raw TV  Discovery  
60 min Observational Documentary  
Spin off to Discovery’s highest rated show Gold Rush. Gold miner Parker Schnabel  
and his crew of friends head deep into the jungles of Papua New Guinea to chase a 21st century gold rush and  
to uncover the past of his late grandfather during WWII. 

 
Gold Rush  Raw TV  Discovery 
60 min Observational Documentary  
Discovery Channel’s highest rated show returns for a new ninth season. The series follows the gold mining efforts  
of several family-run companies in the Klondike region of Canada. 
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Gold Rush: White Water, Series 2  Raw TV  Discovery  
60 min Observational Documentary  
Spin off to Discovery Channel’s highest rated show Gold Rush. Observational documentary following Dakota Fred 
and his son Dustin as they risk their lives to find a fortune of gold nuggets as they dive deep beneath the raging 
water of Alaska’s wildest creek. 

 
Love and Drugs on the Street: Girls Sleeping Rough  Films of Record  BBC3  
8 x 20 min Observational Documentary, Series 1,2,3  
Eye-opening stories of the daily lives of women sleeping rough on Brighton’s streets.   
 
Diabulimia: The World’s Most Dangerous Eating Disorder  BBC BBC3  
30 min Observational Documentary  
Observational documentary following a number of young people suffering from the deadly condition, diabulimia 
- an eating disorder that affects people with TYPE 1 diabetes - not yet officially recognized by the NHS. 

 
Drugs Map of Britain: Fentanyl  BBC BBC3  
30 min Observational Documentary  
Observational Documentary series that explores the drugs of choice in different parts of the UK. In this episode 
the show explores the impact the lethal opioid – which has caused havoc in America – has after finding its way to 
the streets of Hull. 
 
Drugs Map of Britain: Alcohol  BBC BBC3  
30 min Observational Documentary  
Series exploring  the drugs of choice in different parts of the UK. In this episode the show explores the rise of 
alcohol intake in London through the eyes of an alcoholic trying to fight his addiction, alcohol after hours delivery 
man and a 71 year old OAP who comforts drunk revellers outside nightclubs. 

 
City Boy Fight Club  BBC3  
22 min Observational Documentary  
Unregulated and brutal, the subculture of white collar boxing has exploded in Britain over the last 5 years. The 
show follows city boys Josh and Chalton, as they square up to each other for the second time in a bitter rematch. 

 
Fashion Week International - Pakistan  VICE VICELAND TV  
60 min Documentary 
Host Hailey Gates travels the world seeking fashion and beauty customs far from the glossy runways of New 
York, London, and Paris. Fashion Week International (working title) is an unprecedented investigation and 
celebration of the things people wear and the things that we do to our bodies, all in the pursuit of an idea of 
“beauty.” From Pakistan to the Congo, Venezuela, Russia, and beyond, Hailey uncovers fascinating fashion trends 
while confronting the issues they conjure, from gender to race, politics, religion, and economics. 
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Road To Mosul  VICE VICELAND TV  
45 min Documentary  
This instalment of Vice News puts viewers on the front lines of Mosul, where Kurdish soldiers known as 
Peshmerga are the only remaining ground forces fighting against the Islamic State (IS) in Northern Iraq. Reporter 
Aris Roussinos and his camera team join the Peshmerga soldiers in this frightening look inside an active war 
zone. 

 
Politics of Food  VICE VICELAND TV  
30 min Documentary  
Online Documentary series. The Politics of Food explores culinary stories through a political lens to capture the 
controversial issues that transpire during the journey from the source to the plate. Our hosts will investigate all 
sides of these charged topics to uncover the emotional, financial, ethical, and environmental impacts around 
what we consume. In this episode Vice travels to Cyprus to learn why the largest massacre of songbirds 
anywhere in the world is happening on British sovereign territory. 

 
Culinary Journeys  CNN CNN   
30 min Documentary   
CNN International celebrates world cuisine with a new series that explores a different destination every month. 
In each episode, a world-renowned chef will leave their own kitchen to discover a culinary experience in another 
country. In this episode Rene Redzepi travels to Turkey as he explores the traditional ways of making the best 
baklava in the world. 
 
Revealed  CNN CNN International  
6 x 30 min Observational Documentary   
Observational series that gets under the skin of the world's brilliant thinkers, creative champions and 
inspirational leaders. The series offers a glimpse of the private people behind their public profiles in the run up 
to important moments in their lives. Some of the profiled include Amir Kahn, Dolly Parton, Alain ‘Spiderman’ 
Robert, Ferran Adriá, Oliviero Toscani, Erin O’Connor and many more.  
 
Fusion Journeys  CNN CNN International  
30 min Observational Documentary  
Featuring some of the world’s most noted and gifted creative leaders the observational series that takes viewers 
on a voyage unknown, presenting an opportunity for a dancer, singer, chef, photographer, classical musician, 
and fashion designer to transcend their comfort zone and delve into the culture of their global kin. Revealed 
at the end, is the outcome of the challenge, to construct a piece of art and creativity respective to both cultures, 
ergo a fusion. 
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Factual 
 

 
Hidden Britain by Drone  Windfall Films  Channel 4 
60 min Factual, Additional editing  
Specialist factual series that uses the latest drone technology to explore parts of our island in a 
completely different way. 

 
The Chosen Ones  VICE VICELAND TV  
25 min Factual  
Vice investigates how narcissism became the psychological disorder du jour. As part of the Chosen Ones series, 
Gavin Haynes attempts to peel the pop back away from the psych, and see what's left.  

 
African Voices  CNN CNN  
2 x 30 min Factual  
African Voices highlights the continent's most dazzling trendsetters who create their own subcultures in areas 
such as travel, fashion, art, music, technology and architecture. 

 
Earth’s Frontiers  CNN CNN International  
12 x 30 min Factual  
A twelve episode factual series exploring environmental issues around the world. From the jungles of the 
Amazon to the shores of the Aral Sea, Earth's Frontiers explores the conflict between progress and preservation. 
 
Future Cities  CNN CNN International  
3 x 15 min Factual  
Factual series that takes a look at a different city each month and explores aspects of its infrastructure, such as 
transportation, architecture, technology and business. 
 
Freedom Project: Trapped By Tradition  CNN CNN  
45 min Factual, International   
Special investigative series exploring the issues of human trafficking around the world. The series shines a 
spotlight on the horrors of modern-day slavery, amplifying the voices of the victims, highlighting success stories 
and helping unravel the complicated tangle of criminal enterprises trading in human life. Actor Anil Kapoor 
hosted the India documentary. 

 
The Art of Movement  CNN CNN International  
10 x 30 min Factual  
Monthly factual series that highlights the most significant innovations in art, culture, science and technology that 
are helping shape our modern world. From the visually beautiful to the technically awe inspiring, from ocean 
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tides to animal migration, from bionic limbs to ballet, The Art of Movement showcases the latest cultural currents 
and scientific new waves redefining how we engage with the world. 

 
Open Court  CNN CNN International  
10 x 30 min Factual  
Fast paced tennis magazine program that aims to take viewers beyond the baseline in search of the most 
compelling stories in the sport. The monthly show mixes interviews with some of the biggest names in the game 
with exciting features to make for an entertaining, informative half hour. Legendary champion Pat Cash hosts the 
show. 

 
CNNGO: Vienna  CNN CNN International  
30 min Factual  
Monthly 30-minute show featuring a unique take on global destinations, bringing views from genuine insiders on 
what gives dynamic destinations around the world their distinctive buzz. To set the beat the show features music 
from up and coming local musicians. 

 
The Gateway  CNN CNN International   
10 x 15 min Factual  
Factual series that goes behind the scenes of the world's major transport hubs, revealing the logistics that keep 
goods and people moving. 

 
Branded and  Short Form 

 
 

Pride Yourself  VICE VICELAND 
A series of promos celebrating individuals for London’s pride week. 

 
Tuborg Open  VICE VICELAND 
A series of films for a music campaign between the Danish lager brand and electronic music trio, Major Lazer. 

 
Living Differently  BBC BBC3  
A six episode web series that looks at the inspirational lives of people who refuse to let their disabilities come in 
their way of achieving their goals. 

 
Nashira  VICE VICE Broadly 
In this episode for the ‘unlimited’ series powered by UBS, Broadly visits Nashira - a matriarchal village in Colombia 
set up in 2003 to provide free housing for vulnerable women. In the run up to a referendum where Colombians 
were asked to vote ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ to ratify the ongoing peace talks with left wing rebels. The question split the county 
in two, with an intensity felt poignantly in Nashira, where many of the women have been directly affected by the 
war. 
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Night Visions  VICE VICE  
A three part series sponsored by Lynx exploring hyper-stylish and visually stunning underground scenes in 
Moscow, New York and Basel. 

 
Off Day  VICE VICE Sports 
In this episode, sponsored by Lynx, we meet Ladybeard – a cross-dressing Aussie wrestler who spends his time 
outside the ring performing J Pop-infused death metal at intimate venues across Asia. Filmed over three days in 
Tokyo, Osaka and Yokohama, VICE Sports gained a fascinating insight into the cult following he has amassed, and 
discovered just how seriously he takes his wrestling and semi-professional pop career. 

 
Wild Space   iD and Magnum 
Short film  
Kara Smith’s short film is a wry take on love story conventions, telling the tale of a fisherman battling for the 
heart of his one true love.  
Director: Xavier Dolan 

 
Touched by Murder  Europoly and Goethe Institute   
Short film  
The body of a young Polish woman is found in a suitcase on a London canal adjacent to a block of flats. The 
filmmakers invite the residents to reflect on how the murder has affected them. Through their stories we are 
provoked to think about our own relationship to the strangers living in our midst.  
Director: Marc Isaacs  

 
Outsiders  VICE    VICE Media  
Short documentary  
Documentary exploring a local story about communal fears, change and immigration in the Lincolnshire town of 
Boston.  
Director: Marc Isaacs 

 
Refugee Chefs  VICE VICE  
A series of short films that introduces us to some of the 200 million people alive today who have moved from 
their country of origin, telling the stories of what they left behind and the recipes that made the journey with 
them. 
 
Make Create Innovate  CNN CNN  
4 x 5 min Short Series, International   
Science and technology short form series that tells the stories behind the inventions and technological 
breakthroughs that are reshaping our world. Profiling pioneers in the fields of health, space exploration, 
telecommunications, energy, manufacturing and many more, the show will uncover the innovations that promise 
to change our lives. Nick Glass hosts the series. Edited on FCP. 
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Human To Hero  CNN CNN 

International  
4 x 5 min Factual Series  
Factual series that gets to the heart of what it takes to be a sporting star. The show explores the discipline, 
dedication and determination involved, as well as the sources of inspiration for the world's best athletes. Edited 
on FCP.  
 
The City  CNN CNN International 
5 x 5 min Series  
Special series which profiles the sustainable urban future of five cities over the course of five days. CNN takes a look 
at how five mayors around the world are building smarter, more livable cities for the 21st century. 

 
Drama 

 
 

Silvertown, Writer and Director  
Feature Film  
Silvertown is a multi-character thriller set against the backdrop of illegal immigration in contemporary London. 
Selected for Babylon feature film development scheme supported by BFI. 

 
Lover, Writer and Director  
Short film  
Winner President Award for best short at the Fort Lauderdale International Film Festival 2009, Cartagena 
International Film Festival 2010, Hollyshorts Film Festival 2010 - Los Angeles CA , Discovering Latin America Film 
Festival 2010 - London, PULSE short listed script - UK Film Council. 

 
The Soft Touch, Short film script. Writer and Director – 2009 PULSE short listed script – UK Film Council 

 
Silence, Writer and Director   
Short film 
Nominated best short film at the Sacramento International Film Festival 2008, Boston Film Festival 2007, 
Filmstock International Festival 2007, Short Circuit (Corto Circuito) - New York City 2007, Portobello Film Festival 
2007 

 
CHE: The Argentine, Production Assistant   
Feature film 
Worked on New York shoot of Steven Soderbergh’s epic about Ernesto ‘Che’ Guevara with Benicio Del Toro. 
Assisted Mr. Soderbergh, the 1st AD, and actors on Spanish-speaking scenes shot on locations throughout New 
York City.  
The film premiered in Cannes in 2008 
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Employment History 
 

 
Editor eDv Productions / Notting Hill, London 2003 - 2008 
Producer/Director/Editor of 60-minute-long ancestry documentaries as featured on The Guardian, The 
Independent and the BBC’s Culture Show. 
 
Editor Large Blue / Covent Garden, London  
Corporate films on green initiatives for GreenTV. Clients include Fairtrade Foundation, Apple, Airbus and Cisco 
Systems. 

 
Writer/Director ‘One Dog Day’ Promo - 2003 
BBC Talent Finalist for music video presented on Top Of The Pops. 

 
Editor The Box TV / Oxford Street, London – 2001 – 2003 
In-house editor for weekly music television programming for six different channels – The Box, Hits, Q, Kerrang, 
Smash Hits, Magic and The Hits. 

 
Production Assistant TV Nation / New York, NY – 1995 – 1996 Michael Moore’s critically acclaimed 
television show for Fox TV. 

 
Production Assistant Realis Pictures / New York, NY – 1995 – 1996 
Amazon Journal is a documentary on the Brazilian Amazon and the death of activist Chico Mendez, directed by 
Academy Award nominated director Geoffrey O’Connor.   
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